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Bottom Line - Week 17 - Review
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Across

2. The kIng who disobeyed God and 

therefore his kingdom was split in two

3. The first Greek civilization which 

began on the island of Crete.

4. ruled by a few wealthy nobles

8. a Greek slave

9. was established by the Romans in 

509 B.C.

16. number of parts in the ancient 

Greek democracy

17. also called the council of 500

20. their daughters were stolen to be 

Roman wives

21. common people of Rome

23. Southern Kingdom of Israel

24. Greek athletic festival to honor 

Zeus

25. pretended to be kind to the poor 

and became first tyrant of Athens

27. Actually founded Rome

28. killed a minotaur

30. built the Parthenon

32. Won the battle of Marathon during 

the Persian War

33. war between Athens and Sparta 

that lasted 30 years

34. War between Greeks and King 

Darius

Down

1. a famous Olympian who carried 

around an ox for 4 years

5. could only be wounded in his heel

6. this was written on to cast someone 

out

7. flew too close to the sun

10. Famous doctor who helped Athens 

during a plague

11. Great sailors who were known for 

making purple dye

12. Threw rocks over his shoulder 

which sprouted into people

13. exiled Tyrant of Athens who asked 

King Darius to fight Athens

14. Founded Rome, killed his brother

15. Killed Medusa

18. Built a labyrinth

19. Greeks who were known for being 

strong fighters

22. father of ancient Greek democracy

26. when this ended a more accurate 

account of history began

29. A war that was won by building a 

huge wooden horse

31. A famous Greek poet


